Nitrogen-containing organic compounds are important in the interstellar medium (ISM). The detection of some corresponding anions, C n N − (n = 1, 3, 5), highlights the importance of laboratory studies of their chemistry, especially with the most abundant atomic species in the ISM, hydrogen atom. This work is a combined experimental and computational study of a series of nitrogen-containing carbanions reacting with H atoms. The anions include
INTRODUCTION
Although the physical conditions in the interstellar medium (ISM) are seemingly unfavorable for reactions (e.g., low particle density and temperature), a very rich chemistry exists in these regions (Snow & McCall 2006; Snow & Bierbaum 2008; Herbst & van Dishoeck 2009) . More than 160 molecular species have been detected in the ISM, and it is very likely that many more undetected neutral and ionic species exist in space (Williams & Viti 2002) . Therefore, an understanding of gas-phase ion chemistry is a critical aspect of astrochemical studies. Among the discovered species, six anions have been detected in the denser regions of the ISM, i.e., HC n − (n = 4, 6, 8) and C n N − (n = 1, 3, 5) (McCarthy et al. 2006; Brünken et al. 2007; Cernicharo et al. 2007 Cernicharo et al. , 2008 Remijan et al. 2007; Thaddeus et al. 2007; Agúndez et al. 2010) , and three nitrogen-containing anions, i.e., C n N − (n = 1, 3, 5), are found in Titan's upper atmosphere (Vuitton et al. 2009 ); thus anions are involved in the chemical reactions within both the ISM and planetary atmospheres. Studying the corresponding ion-neutral reactions, especially with abundant species (i.e., atomic and molecular hydrogen), is crucial to understanding the ion chemistry and chemical transformations. Rate constants are important for astrochemical modeling to establish the reaction networks among species in the ISM. In addition to their astrochemical relevance, nitrogencontaining carbon species are of great interest in other areas of research. For example, the diazocarbene radical (CNN) is considered an important intermediate in combustion processes (Clifford et al. 1998) ; the dicyanamide anion (NCNCN − ) and its metal complexes are regarded as potential candidates for molecular magnets and multifunctional materials (JagodaCwiklik et al. 2007) .
Our recent studies indicate that associative detachment (AD) is a common pathway for anion-H atom reactions. For example, reactions involving some typical molecular anions (deprotonated nitriles, acetaldehyde, acetone, ethyl acetate, methanol, acetic acid, and glycine) proceed through AD Yang et al. 2010a) . Although carbon chain anions HC n − (n = 2, 4, 6, 7) and C n − (n = 2, 4-10) exhibit AD pathway in most reactions, association processes are also observed for some species (C n − , n = 7-10) (Barckholtz et al. 2001) . These reactions can be critical in determining the ionization balance between anions and free electrons (Snow & McCall 2006; Snow & Bierbaum 2008; Walsh et al. 2009 ).
In addition to the reaction mechanisms, reaction efficiencies (the ratios of experimental reaction rate constants to calculated collision rate constants) are important characteristics of anion-atom reactions. In reactions between carbanions, i.e., HC n − (n = 2, 4, 6, 7) and C n − (n = 2, 4-10), and H atoms, reaction efficiencies are generally about 0.3-0.4; there is no obvious trend between efficiencies and characteristics of reactions (e.g., reaction exothermicities, electronic spin states of reactants, and size of anions). In contrast, reactions between some typical molecular anions and H atoms exhibit some clear trends: the reaction efficiencies are largely proportional to the reaction exothermicity. In addition, other factors may also exist, including the charge density on the reactive site of the anion, the characteristics of the potential energy surfaces along the approach of the reactants, and the angular momentum conservation of the anion-H atom collision. Therefore, additional studies of anion-H atom reactions are necessary to obtain both a fundamental understanding and a general overview of these reactions.
In the current work, experimental and theoretical studies were carried out for three categories of anions that are classified by the number of N atoms in the structures. These anions include C n N − (n = 1-6), C n N 2 − (n = 1, 3-5), and C n N 3 − (n = 2, 4). A series of ab initio theoretical calculations was carried out at several levels of theory to explore the reaction mechanisms and investigate the factors influencing the reaction efficiencies.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
These experiments were carried out with the flowing afterglow-selected ion flow tube (FA-SIFT) technique that has been described previously (Van Doren et al. 1987; Snow & Bierbaum, 2008) . Ions were generated using the coldcathode discharge method of ionization (Leopold et al. 1987) . A graphite rod is biased relative to the source flow tube at ∼2-3 kV (∼10 mA DC), producing a discharge; liquid water flows through a hollow sleeve portion of a stainless steel rod supporting the graphite, maintaining a stable discharge by conductively cooling the graphite rod. Helium serves as a carrier gas and N 2 serves as a discharge medium. The addition of N 2 also results in chemical reaction leading to the formation of the C n N x − ions of our study. The anions were mass selected with the SIFT quadrupole mass filter and injected into the reaction flow tube through a Venturi inlet. The ions were entrained in helium buffer gas (0.4 Torr, 200 std cm 3 s −1 ) at 298 K and relaxed by multiple collisions. The ion-neutral reaction was initiated by adding H atoms to the flow tube; the reactant and product ions were monitored with a quadrupole mass filter coupled with an electron multiplier. Because the relative population of H atoms is about 10 6 higher than anions, the reactions occur under pseudo-first-order conditions.
The reactant hydrogen atoms are formed via thermal dissociation (Martinez et al. 2009; Trainor et al. 1973) . A flow of H 2 gas (∼9 std cm 3 s −1 , Airgas Inc., 99.999%) is passed through a molecular sieve trap immersed in liquid nitrogen, over a heated tungsten filament, and through a second trap and filament assembly. Teflon tubing (0.25 inch ID), used to minimize recombination, then transfers the H atoms from the thermal dissociator into the reaction flow tube. The inlet is positioned 35 cm downstream of the Venturi inlet to allow development of the laminar profile and collisional relaxation of ions, and 70 cm upstream of the ion sampling orifice to allow adequate reaction time. The concentration of hydrogen atoms was determined by monitoring the loss of chloride ions in the AD reaction with hydrogen atoms. The rate constant for the reaction Cl − + H → HCl + e − has been reported in studies from the NOAA laboratory in Boulder (Ferguson et al. 1969a; Fehsenfeld et al. 1973; Howard et al. 1974) , which are in good agreement, indicating that this reaction provides an excellent calibration for the hydrogen atom concentration. The experimental rate constants in Tables 1 and 2 represent the mean of 2-4 measurements of the anion-H atom reactions under varied conditions of helium and H atom concentration and are reproducible within ±20%. This error is combined with the uncertainty in the H atom concentration measurement and systematic errors, and the total error is estimated as ±50%.
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
To obtain the structures and energies of species involved in the current study, theoretical calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 03 suite of programs (Frisch et al. 2004) . In order to obtain reliable energetics with limited computational resources, the geometry optimization and frequency analyses were calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory, whereas the single-point energy calculations were carried out at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory for the optimized structures. Zero-point energy (ZPE) and thermal-energy (298 K) corrections were included using the same level of theory for geometry optimization. This level of theory provides a good combination of computational accuracy and efficiency, and it has been successfully employed in our previous study of carbanions with N and O atoms (Yang et al. 2010c ). The computational results were used to construct the reaction coordinate plots of five selected systems and to calculate the enthalpies of all reactions involved in the current study.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Reactant anions were allowed to react with H atoms, where the anions include nitrogen-containing carbanions C n N − (n = 1-6), C n N 2 − (n = 1, 3-5), and C n N 3 − (n = 2, 4); none of the anions react with H 2 . The reactions proceed mainly by AD, in which the H atom bonds to the anion and an electron is ejected without further rearrangement (A − + H → AH + e − ), although fragmentation occurs in some cases. Rate constants, efficiencies, and ionic products for reactions of the carbanions with H atoms are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . Reaction efficiencies are reported as the ratio of the experimental rate constant (k exp ) to k PPI , a point-polarizable-ion (PPI) model adjustment to traditional Langevin theory as detailed elsewhere (Eichelberger et al. 2003) . The calculated collision rate constants depend on polarizabilities, dipole moment, and masses of the colliding species, but do not include the effect of spin conservation. Reaction enthalpies were calculated as summarized in Tables 1 and 2 as well  as in Tables 3 through 5 . In general, all C n N − (n = 1-6) and C n N 2 − (n = 1, 3-5) systems have moderate reaction efficiencies (0.18-0.35), whereas C n N 3 − (n = 2, 4) systems are not reactive with H atoms. Therefore, detailed computational studies were performed in order to gain a fundamental understanding of these reactions.
Reactions of C n N
The reactions of C n N − (n = 1-6) with H atoms occur mainly via AD: H atom bonds to the anions, and detachment of an electron produces neutral nitriles. Theoretical calculations were carried out at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/aug-ccpVTZ level of theory to investigate structures and energetics of the reactant anions, probe reaction mechanisms, and calculate the reaction exothermicities. Due to the limited computational resources, complete calculations were not carried out for all possible structures; instead, we focused on the species that are more important for our study. For example, calculations were performed for C n N − (n = 1-4) of all possible permutations of structure for both singlet and triplet states, and results show that the ground state of the reactant anions is a singlet for C n N − (n = 1, 3) and a triplet for C n N − (n = 2, 4); all ground-state species have a linear structure and the nitrogen atom is located at the end of the carbon chains. This trend has previously been reported by other experimental and theoretical studies of C n N − (n = 2-7) (Pascoli & Lavendy 1999; Garand et al. 2009 ). Therefore, full calculations exploring the structures and energies of C 5 N − and C 6 N − were not performed; only structures with energies close to the ground states were investigated, as summarized in Tables 1  and 3 . 
Notes. a The ground-state of reactant anions. Calculations were performed at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory including zero-point energy corrections. Letters in parentheses indicate the spin state of the species, i.e., singlet (S), doublet (D), and triplet (T). b Reproducibility is better than ±20%; total error is ±50%. c k PPI is the point-polarizable ion model collision rate constant (Eichelberger et al. 2003) . d Energies are relative to the corresponding reactants (ground-state anion and the H atom). The letter "c" as a prefix for a chemical formula indicates cyclic structure. Product ions observed in the experiment are in bold font; however, their branching ratios were not measured due to experimental limitations. The numbers in parentheses indicate the calculated reaction enthalpies at 0 and 298 K. e 8 × 10 −10 cm 3 s −1 (Ferguson et al. 1969b; Fehsenfeld et al. 1973) . f In exact agreement with our previous measurement ).
Table 2
Kinetic Data for Reactions between C n N 2 − (n = 1, 3-5) and H Atoms
Notes. a The ground-state of reactant anions. Calculations were performed at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory including zero-point energy corrections. Letters in the parentheses indicate the spin state of the species, i.e., singlet (S), doublet (D), and triplet (T). b Reproducibility is better than ±20%; total error is ±50%. c k PPI is the point-polarizable ion model collision rate constant (Eichelberger et al. 2003) . d Energies are relative to the corresponding reactants (ground-state anion and the H atom). Product ions observed in the experiment are in bold font; however, their branching ratios were not measured due to experimental limitations. The letters in parentheses indicate the calculated reaction enthalpies at 0 and 298 K.
As mentioned above, C n N − anions can be classified into two groups by the number of C atoms in the ground-state structures: singlet (n = 1, 3, 5) and triplet (n = 2, 4, 6). Among these ions, all in the first group of species, C n N − (n = 1, 3, 5), have been detected in the ISM, such that reactions of these anions with H atom are of great interest to astrochemistry. The reaction efficiencies of these anions exhibit a general trend: the evencarbon anions (C 2 N − , C 4 N − , and C 6 N − ) have slightly higher 
Notes. a Calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory including zero-point energy corrections. The letter "c" as a prefix to the chemical formulas indicates the cyclic structure. Letters in the parentheses indicate the spin state of the species, i.e., singlet (S), doublet (D), triplet (T), and quartet (Q). Energies are relative to the ground state anions. b Energies are relative to reactants (ground state anion and the H atom). The letters in the parentheses indicate the calculated reaction enthalpies at 0 and 298 K.
reaction efficiencies than the odd-carbon anions (CN − , C 3 N − , and C 5 N − ). Moreover, calculations indicate that the even-carbon species have more possible reaction channels (Tables 1 and 3) .
Although the associative products are dominant, fragmentation pathways were observed for C n N − (n = 2, 4, 6). CN − is the common product in all three reactions, whereas C 3 − was additionally detected for C 4 N − . However, under our current experimental conditions, the reactant-ion intensity is generally very low, and both reactant and product ions continuously react with H atoms. Due to these limitations, accurate branching ratios of different reaction channels have not been determined in the current study.
The reaction coordinate plot of CN − + H is shown in Figure 1 as an example of reactions in this category, where the energy landscapes of all possible reactions are indicated. The H atom can bind to either C or N atom in CN − , and reaction proceeds through AD processes. According to calculations, the addition of H atom to the carbon atom of CN − is barrierless, and the AD products (HCN + e − ) are exothermic (−33.3 kcal mol −1 ). This reaction has been previously studied (Ferguson et al. 1969b; Fehsenfeld et al. 1973) , and the reported rate constant (8 × 10 −10 cm 3 s −1 ± factor of 2) agrees well with current results (6.3 × 10 −10 cm 3 s −1 ) within the experimental errors as shown in Table 1 . We note that an incorrect value (1.3 × 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ) has been cited by some papers (Fehsenfeld 1975; Ikezoe et al. 1987, p.162) and Web databases (UDFA and KIDA). In contrast to the addition to C atom, the energy barrier (1.0 kcal mol −1 ) for the addition of the H atom to the nitrogen atom of CN − is likely to slow this reaction channel, such that the formation of the isomeric product HNC, which has also been detected in the ISM, is less favorable even though it is an exothermic process (−19.5 kcal mol −1 ):
The parenthetical letter after the chemical formula indicates the spin state of the species, i.e., singlet (S), doublet (D), triplet (T), and quartet (Q). We note that some calculated reactive species, such as HCN − (D) and HNC − (D), are not stable; these structures are indicated only to show the relationship between products and other species along the calculated reaction coordinate. Similar reaction pathways are expected for C 3 N − and C 5 N − ; however, the formation reactions of the corresponding neutral isocyanides (HNC 3 and HNC 5 ) are endothermic, and only the exothermic products (HC 3 N and HC 5 N) are shown in Table 1 .
As an example of reactions in the second category, the reaction coordinate plot of C 2 N − + H is shown in Figure 2 including all possible reactions. Whereas the H atom is an open-shell species with a doublet spin state, the C 2 N − ion has a triplet ground state and therefore reactions may proceed through spinallowed doublet and quartet pathways. The H atom can bind to each of the three atoms in C 2 N − , i.e., C1, C2, and N3, respectively, as shown in Figures 2(a) through 2(c) . For example, Figure 2 (a) shows the reaction coordinate diagram for adding H atom to C1 of the anion, and the reaction proceeds through the spin-allowed quartet transition state (−5.5 kcal mol −1 ), and forms a triplet neutral HC 2 N and an electron through an electron detachment process:
Alternatively, the spin-allowed reaction can proceed through doublet-state pathways: the doublet adduct (HC 2 N − ) can either fragment into smaller species (CN − and HC) or form singlet and/or triplet HC 2 N neutral molecules through an electron detachment process: Because both quartet and doublet pathways are essentially barrierless and exothermic, they are likely to contribute to the total reactions. Our previous studies of reactions of anions with nitrogen and oxygen atoms indicate that spin-forbidden reactions, which are usually limited by the spin conversion efficiency, cannot compete with spin-allowed barrierless channels (Yang et al. 2010b (Yang et al. , 2010c . Therefore, it is very likely that spinconserved pathways are dominant in reactions between anions and H atoms. possesses a high-energy transition state (4.4 kcal mol −1 ), therefore, it is not likely to be prominent under experimental conditions where all reactants have a thermal distribution of internal and kinetic energies. In contrast, the spin-allowed doublet pathways are barrierless and exothermic, and the reactions lead to the formation of the cyclic neutral species c-CC(H)N in both the singlet and triplet states. The letter "c" as a prefix for a chemical formula indicates the cyclic structure discussed here and in the remainder of this paper.
In Figure 2 (c) H atom bonds to N3 of the anion, and the spinallowed reaction pathways have slightly endothermic products. In addition, a higher energy transition state (9.2 kcal mol −1 ) exists in the quartet pathway:
Neither channel is likely to have significant contribution to the total reaction. In principle, spin conversion may occur when potential energy curves of different spin states cross. However, the conversion efficiency is generally very low and spin-forbidden reaction pathways are not likely to be competitive with the spin-allowed reactions (Harvey 2007; Yang et al. 2010b) . Additionally, only the ground-state reactant anions are investigated in this study, whereas other possible species are not included. For example, according to our calculations as shown in Table 3 , compared to the most stable C 2 N − ion (triplet, 0.0 kcal mol −1 ), the relative energies of other species C 2 N − (singlet), CNC − (singlet), and CNC − (triplet) are 23.6, 38.2, and 15.9 kcal mol −1 , respectively. Considering the experimental conditions where ions are produced by using a DC discharge operated at ∼2-3 kV, it is possible that other minor species may coexist with ground-state C 2 N − . Similar pathways are expected in reactions of other anions with H atom, and further detailed discussion is not included. Instead, the reactions that are related to the groundstate reactants were investigated, and the exothermic products are shown in Table 1 . Additional computational information for this category of species is listed in Table 3 .
Reactions of C n N 2 − (n = 1, 3-5)
Similar theoretical calculations were performed to investigate reactions of species in this category as summarized in Tables 2  and 4 . The reaction efficiencies of all C n N 2 − (n = 1, 3-5) 
anions are similar (0.17-0.24), and there is no obvious trend in reactivity. According to our calculations, the ground states of the reactant anions are doublets, and both N atoms are located at the termini of the chain structures. In general, AD is the most exothermic pathway, in which the H atom bonds to different positions in the anions; the most exothermic binding sites are the terminal N atom in NCN − and NC 4 N − , and the middle and second C atoms in NC 3 N − and NC 5 N − , respectively. In addition to AD, ionic products were also observed in reactions of NC 4 N − and NC 5 N − : both CN − and C 3 N − were detected as products of C 4 N 2 − reaction, whereas only C 4 N − was observed in the reaction of C 5 N 2 − .
As an example, Figure 3 shows the reaction coordinate plot of NCN − + H, where the H atom adds to the nitrogen of the anion, and the exothermic reactions proceed through the spin-allowed barrierless singlet or/and triplet reaction pathways, and form a doublet neutral HNCN and an electron through an electron detachment process: Calculations indicate that the formation of the alternative AD products NC(H)N (doublet and quartet) is endothermic (Table 4) ; therefore, the corresponding reaction coordinate plots are not shown. The only exception to the occurrence of AD as the most exothermic channel is in the reaction of NC 4 N − ; for this anion the fragmentation pathway leading to C 3 N − and HCN formation is the most exothermic process:
In this reaction the H atom adds to a carbon adjacent to the nitrogen and forms the singlet transient adduct NC(H)C 3 N − (−38.0 kcal mol −1 ), which fragments into C 3 N − and HCN via a transition state (−35.4 kcal mol −1 ). In addition, CN − was observed in this reaction:
Alternatively, products of reaction 7(a) (C 3 N − and HCN) can form CN − and HC 3 N via proton transfer during the dissociation process.
The only possible exothermic AD pathway in the reaction of NC 4 N − is the formation of neutral NCC(H)C 2 N (D) (reaction (8) above the total energy of reactants. Under our experimental conditions, reactants have a thermal distribution of kinetic and internal energies, therefore the majority of reactants do not possess sufficient energy to surmount this barrier. Similarly, there are endothermic transition states that prohibit H atom addition to the other two positions, and these transition states are above the total energy of the reactants by 8.3 and 3.9 kcal mol −1 for the approach of the H atom to the C atom and the 
Notes. a Calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ levels of theory for C 2 N central N atom in the structure, respectively. In addition, the AD products are endothermic (5.3 and 6.7 kcal mol −1 ), whereas the thermoneutral fragmentation products (HCN and NCN − ) are associated with a higher-energy transition state prior to the dissociation (7.3 kcal mol −1 ; not shown). Therefore, the endothermic reactions and unfavorable transition states prohibit the reactions.
The reaction coordinate plot for C(CN) 3 − , which is the ground state of C 4 N 3 − , with the H atom is shown in Figure 4 (b), whereas the complete computational results are summarized in Table 5 . The ground-state reactant anion has a planar branched structure in its singlet state. Presumably, the H atom can attach at three different positions of the anion. Similarly, anion-H atom association is prohibited by the high-energy transition states (5.0-6.5 kcal mol −1 ) along the approach of reactants. The endothermic products (5.9-19.7 kcal mol −1 ) and the associated high-energy transition states (not shown in the figure) prior to the dissociation (10.5 and 22.9 kcal mol −1 for HCN and HNC formation channels, respectively) are possible factors inhibiting the reactivity.
Astrophysical Implications
It has been suggested that in the dense regions of the ISM large organics should be predominantly in the anionic form (Bakes & Tielens 1994; Lepp & Dalgarno 1988) . In contrast, hydrogen is abundant in the diffuse atomic clouds (Snow & McCall 2006; Snow & Bierbaum 2008) . Therefore, it is likely that the anion-H atom reactions may occur in the boundary regions between dense and diffuse clouds. The laboratory studies of the corresponding reactions can provide both general rules of stability and a fundamental understanding of reaction mechanisms in the ISM. Our experimental results show that the efficiencies of all anion-H atom reactions of reactive species, i.e., C n N − (n = 1-6) and C n N 2 − (n = 1, 3-5), range between 0.18 and 0.35, whereas C n N 3 − (n = 2, 4) ions are not reactive. As discussed above, the approach of reactants to form the transient species is a critical step during the reaction. Similar efficiencies (0.3-0.4) were determined in reactions of bare, C n − (n = 2, 4-10), and monohydride, HC n − (n = 4, 6, 7), carbanions with H atoms where no reactivity trend was seen (Barckholtz et al. 2001) . Although a systematic computational study of these systems has not yet been performed, barrierless exothermic pathways are likely to exist in these reactions.
Bare carbanions are not expected to be stable in the interstellar regions with high H atom densities. Anions can be destroyed via AD by forming neutral molecules; larger ions can be removed by fragmentation pathways, leading to the formation of smaller anions which can be eventually destroyed through AD. However, nitrogen-rich carbanions may exhibit an unusually high stability and would survive in these regions. Although C(CN) 3 − is invisible to radio astronomy due to its lack of a permanent dipole moment, NCNCN − has a V-shaped structure (C 2V ) and consequently has a permanent dipole moment that might lead to its identification via rotational spectra.
Although the H atom is regarded as a very reactive species, the efficiencies of all carbanion-H atom reactions that have been studied in our laboratory are less than unity. Angular momentum conservation is likely to be a universal factor influencing reaction efficiency that is similar to reactions between molecular carbanions and H atoms as reported in our previous study (Yang et al. 2010a ). Because of angular momentum conservation, the ion and H atom can form a rapidly rotating complex in collisions during the reaction (Koizumi & Armentrout 2003; Koizumi et al. 2004) . However, for collisions involving light species (such as H atoms), reactants may not associate efficiently due to high angular momentum, such that reactions may not proceed. This constraint decreases the efficiencies of reactions involving very light species and is therefore applicable to most ion-H atom reactions.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have characterized reactions of the nitrogencontaining carbanions including species that were recently detected in the ISM (i.e., CN − , C 3 N − , and C 5 N − ). These studies not only enhance our understanding of the chemistry of the species discovered, but also provide guidelines to predict the characteristics of other possible species that may exist in the ISM. According to our experimental and theoretical studies of 12 nitrile anions (C n N − (n = 1-6), C n N 2 − (n = 1, 3-5), and C n N 3 − (n = 2, 4)) reacting with H atom, the dominant reaction channel is AD; however, fragmentation pathways are also observed in some cases. Our results indicate that the reaction efficiencies of C n N − (n = 1-6) and C n N 2 − (n = 1, 3-5) systems are comparable, and there is no trend between reaction efficiencies and reaction exothermicities. However, C n N 3 − (n = 2, 4) are not reactive with H atoms; this is attributed to the existence of high energy barriers along the approach of reactants and to the endothermicity of the reactions. Similar mechanisms likely exist in our previous studies of bare and monohydride carbanions, e.g., C n − (n = 2, 4-10) and HC n − (n = 2, 4, 6, 7) (Barckholtz et al. 2001) ; the existence of barrierless reaction channels ensures that the reaction proceeds through energetically accessible pathways. Additionally, the angular momentum conservation of anion-H atom collisions may be a universal effect that decreases the reaction efficiency of all reactions involving the light H atom. This study of anion-H atom reactions enhances our understanding from both experimental and theoretical perspectives, and enriches our knowledge of negative ion chemistry in the ISM.
